LIVE! NO-CHARGE!
One-Hour Online Training Classes
Monday-Friday Daily
Register Today!

Technical and management classes focus on topics necessary to navigate business operations during the pandemic.

Classes include:
- Coronavirus Stimulus Package for the Professional Automotive Community
- Modern BMW Maintenance
- Ford Programming
- HVAC Data Analysis
- Marketing During a Crisis
- Turbo Oil Consumption Diagnostics
- Social Media in a New World
- and Many More!

Same CTI and WTI training you know and love, only in shorter more tightly focused sessions!

Complimentary, no-charge online training classes are offered to anyone who is interested. The goal is to keep our community working together and moving forward in a positive way during these challenging times.

Live online classes featuring advanced-level technical and business management training are presented by CTI and WTI instructors, guest industry leaders and automotive systems experts from OE and premium aftermarket suppliers and manufacturers.

Pre-register for each training session. Attend as many sessions as desired.

Join our Facebook group! CTI+WTI Members
Visit today to view complete class schedules and to register: worldpac.com/training/classes/online ctionline.com